
BC Winter Games 

Sunday, March 26, 2023 

Event Format & IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
 

Only the TOP 4 athletes in each category move on to Sunday’s elimination round. 

There will be a minimum 20min practice on your assigned butt.  
 

Match Format: 3-arrow ends  **NO equipment failure or medicals allowed in match-play** 

Compounds shoot 5 ends and keep cumulative score (total out of 150). 

• The athlete from each pair that scores the highest cumulative score wins the match 

Barebows and Recurves score Set Play format. Each end is scored with set points: 

• After each end the total of the 3 arrows shot is compared in each pair. 

o The winner (archer whose 3 arrows total the higher score) earns 2 points 

o The loser earns 0 points 

o If there is a tie (both archers shot the same score), each archer gets 1 point 

• The first athlete to 6 points is the winner.  

• The match could be over in as few as 3 ends, or in as many as 5 ends and a shoot-off 

Tie breakers: for all equipment categories the tie breaker will be resolved with a single arrow shot by 

each athlete at the same time (no alternate shooting). Time to shoot one arrow is 40 seconds. 

**If shooting on a V3 target face, the athletes must shoot the centre target.** 

The winner is the athlete who has the arrow closest to the centre of the target.   

*Athletes will post their score / set points on the flip score charts at the target butt after each end* 

 

All 24 competitors shoot the first round (SEMI FINALS) starting at 9AM. There will be TWO 

competitors per butt. In all rounds, scoring will occur in groups of 2. A judge will call the arrows and 

the athletes will record the scores (still double-scoring). At the end of the match, each pair (winner & 

loser) must approach the scorekeeper’s desk TOGETHER—report your match scores and get your butt 

assignment for the next match.  

 

LOSERS from the SEMI FINAL round will advance immediately into the Bronze Medal round (at 

9:45AM). There is NO extra time between matches—do not leave the field of play or you may miss the 

start of your next match. 

WINNERS from the SEMI FINAL round will advance to the Gold Medal round (at 10:30AM). There is no 

practice available to these archers during the Bronze Medal matches OR prior to the Gold Medal match.  

In both the Bronze and Gold matches there will be only one competitor per butt and athletes shoot at 

the same time-- No alternate shooting (again, due to time constraints).   

  

LOSERS of the BRONZE match do not medal. 

WINNERS of the BRONZE match will be awarded Bronze medal placing. 

LOSERS of the GOLD match will be awarded SILVER medal placing. 
WINNERS of the GOLD match will be awarded GOLD medal placing. 

 

MEDAL PRESENTATIONS will begin IMMEDIATELY after the Gold medal matches have finished. 


